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HEMINGWAY, WHEATMORE, AND EMERGE – OH MY! THOMASVILLE TAKES IT UP A NOTCH WITH NEW
PRODUCTS SPANNING UPSCALE, METRO LIVING, AND ENTRY LEVEL PRICE POINTS
HIGH POINT, NC - October 2014 High Point, NC - Thomasville celebrates 110 years of timeless design for every style by dramatically heating up the new product introductions for Fall Market. In case goods, Thomasville is proud to showcase three introductions:
(1) The Ernest Hemingway Collection ® featuring European country designs enhanced with a touch of Spanish flavor, (2) Emerge, a
soft contemporary collection designed for a generation looking for casual and less structured designs for their homes, and (3)
Wheatmore Manor, with a relevant, relaxed classic style for metro living.
The Ernest Hemingway Collection
Hemingway’s legendary wanderlust inspires the latest incarnation of this storied collection. Designed for consumers who live a
relaxed lifestyle and whose homes reflect their love of adventure, The Ernest Hemingway Collection is reminiscent of artifacts
found along the Mediterranean where life is enjoyed and savored. With the unique blend of metal, stone, leather and exotic
veneers, consumers can write their own unique style story – with just a little help from a master.

Ernest Hemingway Hi/Low Poster Bed (84411-475) - Our new bed captures the essence of Hemingway’s bold style with an eclectic mix of Primavera veneers, intricate post carvings and scrolled metal accents. This elegant bed is available in three multi-step,
low sheen hand accented finishes: chamois, maduro and espresso.
Emerge
Young, Hip, and Cool. Emerge, inspired by trendy upper-end design, addresses an aspiring Thomasville consumer whose lifestyle
reflects a soft contemporary attitude. Created for a generation who truly lives with their furniture, the casual and less structured
designs offer timeless character at an affordable value.
Emerge Bed (84311-576) - blends the silhouette of a sleigh bed with the profile of a shelter bed and mixes in a slatted motif for
good measure to create a completely unique design. Hickory veneers are finished with a multi-step low sheen finish to create a
casual rustic look. Emerge is available in two finishes: dusk and canyon.
Emerge Oval Night Table (84311-805) Radial matched Hickory veneer tops blended with artisan inspired metal add casual elegance to this unexpected night table option. With a drawer to tuck away clutter and a sturdy shelf to hold your reading material
this oval bedside table is as beautiful as it is functional.
Emerge Master’s Chest (84311-125,362) The statement piece with a casual attitude, our Emerge Master’s Chest combines excellent storage options with bold scale and soft contemporary details. Accented with uniquely shaped end posts and custom cast
artisanal inspired hardware, the piece is comprised of two units for easier moving and installation.
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Wheatmore Manor
Defining the heritage of Thomasville design in today’s market and named after our founder’s country home, Wheatmore Manor
offers classic style presented in a relevant, relaxed way. With a footprint tailored for metro spaces and vintage homes the collection offers consumers an updated sense of design at compelling value and celebrates our 110 th anniversary with a new traditional
look for 21st century lifestyles.

Wheatmore Manor Chest (84511-110) and Wheatmore Manor Dresser (84511-125)
Wheatmore pieces feature classic pilaster and raised panel details offering timeless style with a casually elegant feel. Our
new collection is made of Acacia veneers finished in the rustic, relaxed Epic finish.
Impressions Program
The Impressions Program at Thomasville has a wide selection of beautiful sofa frames with the choice of 14 body fabrics and any
pillow fabric. Fabric, nail or finish options are available at custom pricing.

T108-11 Markham—The All-American classic transitional style. Modern track arms, wood base and tapered legs. It has allover welt and clean simple lines.
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T102-11 Collier –Handsome, high style with nail head trim, in antique brass finish, wooden turned leg and shapely rolled
back.

T108-11 Sedwick –Deep seats for extra comfort, pleated rolled arms with an inset panel, and three kidney pillows for extra
comfort and which also complement the relaxed frame style.
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